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"ANYWHERE TO ANYWHERE"

Within the past week Air Transport Auxiliary has

observed its third "birthday, .It has delivered 100,000

aircraft and flown 225,000 "taxi hours”.

Its Commander, Commodore Gerard d'Erlanger, gave this

talk about the A.T.A. as the postscript after today's
6 p.m. news:-

We deliver aircraft from the factories to the squadrons principally in the

British Isles. We have our Pools in many different parts of the country. We
have also delivered to and from other places - Africa, America, the Middle East,
Malta. "We are administered by British Airways, and we are responsible to the

Ministry of Aircraft Production. Our pilots, whilst of course principally
British, include Americans, French, Polish, Czech and other nationalities, men

and women; we are a civilian national service organisation.

We wear a dark uniform with gold badges of rank, and gold wings, with the

letters "A.T.A." in the centre of the wings. These initials have attracted

many interpretations, but the best unofficial version of A.T.A. - at least the

one I prefer, - is "Anywhere to Anywhere".

Then the A.T.A. began, my job was to organise civilian pilots who weren't

eligible for the R.A.F. to fly light aircraft on communication work. There were

plenty of volunteers, and very little work to do, until, the Royal Air Force asked

us to help them by ferrying their aircraft. Most of us had been trained to fly

aircraft with one-hundred-horse-power engines we hadn't imagined wewere

capable of flying thousand-horse-power and more aircraft; but we did, and we

liked it. But it became a bit humdrum. Suddenly we got a break. It began with

the Battle of France; first we rushed deliveries to France; then, as fast, we

brought men and planes back again.

Right on top of that came the Battle of Britain. Two things made that job

difficult. First of all, the squadrons wouldn’t stay put, and we'd have to fly
all over the place looking for them. Secondly, there weren't enough aircraft,

I can't tell you how disappointed the fighter pilots were when we couldn't bring

then immediate replacements for the aircraft that had been shot away under them.

It was a hand to mouth existence; we lived and delivered as best we could

We are proud to have had a share in it.

We were a young and inexperienced service then, but we've learned a lot,

we've applied the lessons. When you look at the skies now, every aircraft you

sec has been flown, or is being flown on a delivery flight by one of our pilots,
be it Stirling, Lancaster, Halifax, Wellington, Whitley, Hudson, Havoc,

Spitfire or Hurricane, Oxford, Master, or Magistor or Tiger Mott; in total

our pilots have handled 117 types.

About a quarter of our men can fly all these types, and a great many others

that I haven't named. Women pilots number approximately a tenth of the whole

strength] many of them are also proficient in flying fighters and twin-engined

bombers. To date, we have delivered 100,000 aircraft and flown a total of

255,000 hours (including what we call taxi hours) - equivalent to thirty

million miles. In the process almost one hundred of our company have lost their

lives for this is not a job without risks. You will understand why it is that

I say that the best unoffical version of our name is "Anywhere to Anywhere".
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